
http://www.mathematik.uni-karlsruhe.de/�semlvSeminar LV, No. 15, 16 pp., 31.01.2003Reent results in the theory of funtional equations in a single variableKarol BaronA survey talkpresented on the Fortieth International Symposium on Funtional Equations(August 25 { September 1, 2002, Gron�ow, Poland)Abstrat. In 2001 Aequationes Mathematiae published the survey paper Re-ent results on funtional equations in a single variable, perspetives and open prob-lems written jointly with Witold Jarzyk in whih we pay attention on papers pub-lished in the last deade. I ontinue this review and disuss mainly papers publishedor written in 2000 or later. Contents1. General remarks2. Iterative roots and equations with superpositions of the unknown funtion3. Some linear equations4. Simultaneous equations5. Shr�oder's and B�otther's equations6. Misellaneous results1. General remarks. Iterative funtional equations methods are onnetedmainly with real, omplex and funtional analysis. But reently some linear fun-tional equations in a single variable have been solved with the aid of probabilistitools. Among reent papers developing this new method are: Derfel (1989), Gerand Sablik (1998), Pittenger and Ry� (1999), Deliu and Spruill (2000), Baron andJarzyk (M). Some results from these papers are presented in the survey paperBaron and Jarzyk (2001). Later on I will present also some results of Kapia (A).Until quite lately the Hyers{Ulam stability was onsidered almost exlusivelyfor funtional equations in several variables. It seems that this hanges: a lot ofreent papers deal with this type of stability also for iterative funtional equations.I mention here Lee and Jun (1998), where the Hyers{Ulam stability of'(x+ �) = a'(x)for a 6= 1 is proved, Jung (1998) and Alzer (1999) on the stability of the gammaequation '(x+ 1) = x'(x);Kim and Lee (2000), Kim (2000) on the stability of'(x+ �) = g(x)'(x); Typeset by AMS-TEX1



2Volkmann (2001) on the stability of'(f(x)) = 2'(x);Trif (2002) on '(f(x)) = g(x)'(x) + h(x);Jun, Kim and Lee (2000) and Kim (2001) onerning equations of the form'(x+ �; y + �) = g(x; y)'(x; y):However it seems that Brydak (1970) was the �rst who touhed the problem ofHyers{Ulam stability of funtional equations in a single variable.Another new subjet whih appeared in the theory of iterative funtional equa-tions is initiated and elaborated by Hans{Heinrih Kairies studies of the ontinuousautomorphism F of the Banah spae of all real bounded funtions de�ned, for �xed� 2 (0; 1) and � 2 (0;1), byF (')(x) = 1Xn=0�n'(�nx):Let me only all here the rih in results papers Kairies (2000a, 2001, 2002, 2002a,A) and Kairies and Volkmann (2002), and to express my opinion that a survey talkon this subjet in a future is required.2. Iterative roots and equations with superpositions of the unknownfuntion. The Babbage equation(2.1) 'N (x) = x;where N > 1 is an integer, belongs to the oldest funtional equations. In thease of a real interval its ontinuous and stritly dereasing solutions depend onan arbitrary funtion and every its monotoni solution is either the identity or adereasing involution. Jarzyk (M) showed similar e�ets for self{mappings of theunit irle S1. He desribed all the ontinuous solutions and proved the following:Theorem 2.1. Assume ' : S1 ! S1 is a ontinuous solution of (2.1) and hasa �xed point. If ' preserves orientation, then it is the identity. If ' reversesorientation, then it is an involution.A homeomorphism of a topologial spae is alled ontinuously reversible if it isa omposition of two ontinuous involutions. Reversible interval homeomorphismswere studied by Jarzyk (2002, A). He desribed all of them and got the following:Theorem 2.2. Any homeomorphism of an open interval is a omposition of twoontinuously reversible ones.Equation (2.1) is a speial ase of(2.2) NXn=0 an'n(x) = 0:



3The general solution of (2.2) on subsets of the positive or negative half{line wasfound by Jarzyk (1996) in the ase where a0 = �1 and an � 0 for n 2 f1; : : : ; Ng.His result was generalized by Tabor and Tabor (1995). An interesting omparisonof this two results is ontained in B�ezivin (2002). (It turns out that in fat theassumptions of the theorems of Witold Jarzyk and Jaek Tabor and J�ozef Taborare equivalent.) Jean{Paul B�ezivin studies there also the equation(2.3) 'N (x) = F (x; '(x); : : : ; 'N�1(x)):Assuming some onditions on the rational funtion F he shows that the generalsolution ' of (2.3) de�ned on a subset of [0;1) is neessarily of the form'(x) = ax1 + bx:Some properties of solutions ' : R ! R of (2.2) are established in Matkowskiand Zhang (2000).Green�eld and Nussbaum (2001) proved the uniqueness of ontinuous solutions' : (0;1)! (0;1) of '2(x) = '(x) + x2;onstruted this unique solution, showed that it is real analyti, desribed howto extend it to a holomorphi funtion on C n (�1; 0℄ and proved that it has noholomorphi extension to any neighbourhood of zero.Si and Zhang (2001) proved the existene of an analyti in a neighbourhood ofzero and invertible solution of equations of the form'2(x) = 2'(x)� x+ g('(x)) + g(x):Kahlig and Sm��tal (2001) onsider ontinuous solutions ' : (0;1)! J of(2.4) '(x'(x)) = g('(x));where g is a given inreasing homeomorphism of an open subinterval J of (0;1).De�ning G : (0;1)� J ! (0;1)� J byG(x; y) = (xy; g(y));they proved among others the following:Theorem 2.3. Let ' : (0;1)! J be a ontinuous solution of (2.4). ThenG(graph(')) = graph(')and if(2.5) 1Yn=1 gn(y)gn(z) =1 for y > z in J



4or(2.6) 1Yn=1 g�n(y)g�n(z) =1 for y > z in J;then ' inreases.The authors desribe also all the ontinuous monotone solutions of (2.4) andonjeture that if any ontinuous solution of (2.4) is monotone, then either (2.5) or(2.6) holds.I �nish this part reminding the following problem posed by Brillou�et{Belluot(2001):Problem. Given � > 0 �nd all the ontinuous solutions ' : R ! (0;1) of'2(x) = '(x+ �)� x:3. Some linear equations. Given a probability spae (
;A; P ) onsider theequation(3.1) '(x) = Z
 ' Æ f(x; �)dP;where f : X � 
! X is a given funtion and X is a set. Put f1 = f ,fn+1(x; !1; : : : ; !n+1) = f(fn(x; !1; : : : ; !n); !n+1)for x 2 X and !1; : : : ; !n+1 2 
 and extend fn on 
N aeptingfn(x; !1; !2; : : : ) = fn(x; !1; : : : ; !n):Let P1 denote the produt measure P �P � : : : and let B stand for the �{algebraof all Borel subsets of [0; 1℄. The following is proved by Baron and Jarzyk (M):Theorem 3.1. Assume f : [0; 1℄ � 
 ! [0; 1℄ is measurable with respet to theprodut �{algebra B � A. If the funtionx 7! Z
 f(x; �)dP; x 2 [0; 1℄;is ontinuous and has no �xed point in (0; 1), then:(i) for every x 2 [0; 1℄ the sequene (fn(x; �))n2N onverges a.e. with respet toP1 to a funtion whih takes the values 0 and 1 only;(ii) the funtion p : [0; 1℄! [0; 1℄ de�ned byp(x) = P1 � limn!1 fn(x; �) = 0�



5is a Borel solution of (3.1);(iii) if ' : [0; 1℄! R is a solution of (3.1), Borel, bounded, and ontinuous at 0and 1, then '(x) = ('(0)� '(1))p(x) + '(1) for x 2 [0; 1℄:Equation (3.1) with linear f , i.e. the equation(3.2) '(x) = Z
 '(L(!)x+M(!))P (d!);was onsidered by Kapia (A) on normed spaes. Adopting an idea of Derfel' (1989)he was able to get what follows.Theorem 3.2. Assume X is a separable normed spae, the funtions L : 
 !(0;1) and M : 
! X are measurable and0 < Z
 logL(!)P (d!) <1; Z
 logmax�kM(!)kL(!) ; 1�P (d!) <1:Let also a given x� 2 X� be suh that(3.3) P (x�M + L = ) < 1 for every  2 R:Then there exists a ontinuous probability distribution funtion F suh that F Æ x�is a solution of (3.2).Sine every x� 2 X� satisfying (3.3) is non{zero, we have(F Æ x�)(X) = F (R) � (0; 1)for every ontinuous distribution funtion F ; in partiular F Æ x� is non{onstant.In the ase where L is onstant, i.e. in the ase of(3.4) '(x) = Z
 '(�x+M(!))P (d!);Theorem 3.2 implies the following:Corollary 3.1. Assume X is a separable normed spae and � 2 (1;1). IfM : 
! X is measurable, not onentrated at a point andZ
 logmaxfkM(!)k; 1gP (d!) <1;then (3.4) has a ontinuous, bounded and non{onstant solution ' : X ! R.To omplete results on (3.2) onsider also the ase where M is onstant, i.e. theequation(3.5) '(x) = Z
 '(L(!)x+ �)P (d!):



6Corollary 3.2. Assume X is a separable normed spae and � 2 X n f0g. IfL : 
! (0;1) is measurable, not onentrated at a point and0 < Z
 logL(!)P (d!) <1;then (3.5) has a ontinuous, bounded and non{onstant solution ' : X ! R.The two{sale di�erene equation(3.6) '(x) = NXn=0 n'(2x� n);where 0; 1; : : : ; N are given real onstants with0 � N 6= 0;arises espeially in the onstrution of wavelets and is onsidered in a lot od papers.Its ontinuous solutions are studied in Berg and Plonka (2000), where among othersthe following two theorems are proved:Theorem 3.3. If(3.7) NXn=0 n = 2�kwith a positive integer k, then (3.6) has exatly one polynomial solution ' of theform(3.8) '(x) = xk + �k�1xk�1 + : : :+ �1x+ �0:Theorem 3.4. If (3.7) holds with a positive integer k andNXn=0 jnj < 1;then (3.6) has exatly one ontinuous solution ' : R ! R vanishing on (�1; 0℄ andoiniding with the polynomial solution (3.8) on [N;1).The ase N = 1, i.e. the two{oeÆient dilation equation(3.9) '(x) = 0'(2x) + 1'(2x� 1)was onsidered by Morawie (A). He desribed the general ompatly supportedsolution and proved the following:



7Theorem 3.5. Assume 01 6= 0. If 0 6= 1 or 1 6= 1, then the zero funtion isthe only ompatly supported solution ' : R ! R of (3.9) whih is ontinuous at apoint of [0; 1℄.Conerning(3.10) '(x) = 12'�x2�+ 12'�x+ 12 �we have the following result of Hilberdink (2001):Theorem 3.6. If a solution ' : (0; 1) ! R of (3.10) is Riemann integrable on�14 ; 34� and there exist the limits = limx!0+ x'(x); d = limx!0+ x'(1� x);then d = � and '(x) = �ot�x+ '�12� for x 2 (0; 1):Given positive real onstants a; b; �; �, Davis and Ostaszewski (2000) investigatethe behaviour at in�nity of ontinuous solutions ' : R ! R of(3.11) '(x) = a'(x+ �) + b'(x� �):Typial results read:Theorem 3.7. Equation (3.11) admits a non{osillatory at in�nity ontinuoussolution ' : R ! R if and only if(3.12) a�b� � ����(�+ �)�+� :If (3.12) holds, then there exists a real onstant  suh that(3.13) ex; x 2 R;satis�es (3.11).Theorem 3.8. If a+ b < 1;then (3.11) admits a ontinuous solution ' : R ! R suh that(3.14) limx!1 j'(x)j =1:If a+ b = 1;



8then (3.11) admits a ontinuous solution ' : R ! R satisfying (3.14) if and only if�a � �b:If a+ b > 1;then (3.11) admits a ontinuous solution ' : R ! R satisfying (3.14) if and only if�a < �band (3.12) holds.Assume (3.11) admits a ontinuous solution ' : R ! R satisfying (3.14). Ifa+ b 6= 1 or �a 6= �b;then there exists a positive onstant  suh that (3.13) is a solution of (3.11). Ifa+ b = 1 and �a = �b;then idR is a solution.Growth of transendental meromorphi solutions of(3.15) NXn=0Pn(z)'(nz) = Q(z);where P0; : : : ; PN ; Q are polynomials and 0 < jj < 1, is studied in Bergweiler,Ishizaki and Yanagihara (2002). A theorem on asymptoti behaviour of entiresolutions of '(2z) = (ae�z + P (z))'(z) + be�z +Q(z);where P;Q are polynomials is ontained in Derfel and Vogl (2000).A lot of interesting results on meromorphi solutions of (3.15) an be found inthe paper Heittokangas, Laine, Rieppo and Yang (2000), also in the ase where theP 's are omplex onstants:(3.16) NXn=0 an'(nz) = Q(z):For instane the following three results are proved there assuming that 0 < jj < 1and a0aN 6= 0.Theorem 3.9. If Q = 0, then the vetor spae of meromorphi solutions of (3.16)is at most N{dimensional and power funtionszk1 ; : : : ; zkdwith k1; : : : ; kd 2 Z form a base of this spae.



9Theorem 3.10. If Q is meromorphi and has exatly one non{zero pole, thenevery meromorphi solution of (3.16) has in�nitely many poles.Theorem 3.11. SupposeNXn=0 annk 6= 0 for every k 2 Z:If Q is meromorphi, then (3.16) has exatly one meromorphi solution.4. Simultaneous equations. Consider �rst repliative funtions, i.e. solutionsof(4.1) 1n n�1Xk=0 '�x+ kn � = an'(x) (n 2 N);where (an)n2N is a given number sequene. Connetions between the degree ofregularity of solutions ' and the magnitude of (an)n2N were studied in Kairies(2000). The following three theorems are proved there:Theorem 4.1. Assume (an)n2N is a non{onstant real sequene satisfying(4.2) am�n = am � an for m;n 2 N and a1 = 1;and let ' : [0; 1℄! R be a non{trivial solution of (4.1) with '(0) = '(1).If ' 2 L1, then (an)n2N 2 0.If p 2 (1; 2℄; ' 2 Lp and 1=p+ 1=q = 1, then (an)n2N 2 lq.If ' is of �nite variation, then (n � an)n2N is bounded.If ' is of �nite variation and ontinuous, thenlimn!1 1log n nXk=1 jakj = 0:If ' satis�es a H�older ondition of order � > 12 , then �n�� 12 P1k=n jakj�n2N isbounded.If (an)n2N 2 l1 and (4.2) holds, then the funtions ; s : [0; 1℄! R de�ned by(x) = 1Xn=1 an os 2�nx; s(x) = 1Xn=1 an sin 2�nxare ontinuous solutions of (4.1).



10Theorem 4.2. Assume (4.2).If (an)n2N 2 l1, then every ontinuous solution ' : [0; 1℄ ! R of (4.1) with'(0) = '(1) is a linear ombination of  and s.If � 2 (0; 1) and (n�P1k=n jakj)n2N is bounded, then every ontinuous solution' : [0; 1℄! R of (4.1) with '(0) = '(1) satis�es a H�older ondition of order �.If �n�P1k=n jakj�n2N is bounded for some � > 1, then every ontinuous solution' : [0; 1℄! R of (4.1) with '(0) = '(1) satis�es a Lipshitz ondition.Theorem 4.3. Assume (4.2), �x p 2 (1; 2℄, let (an)n2N 2 lp and 1=p+ 1=q = 1.(i) If ' : [0; 1℄! R is a solution of (4.1) in Lq and '(0) = '(1), then there existreal onstants �; � suh that(4.3) '(x) = �(x) + �s(x) a.e. on [0; 1℄:(ii) For every real onstants �; � there exists a solution ' : [0; 1℄! R of (4.1) inLq suh that '(0) = '(1) and (4.3) holds.B�ezivin (2000) is interested in ontinuous solutions ' : R ! C ofMXm=0Pm(x)'(x+ �m) = f(x); NXn=0Qn(x)'(x+ �n) = g(x);where P 's and Q's are polynomials with omplex oeÆients and PM � QN 6= 0,the reals �; � are linearly independent over Q , and f; g : R ! C are exponentialpolynomials. The solutions are exponential polynomials divided by a polynomial(just exponential polynomials if P 's and Q's are onstants).Marteau (2000) onsiders the system(4.4) MXm=1Pm(x)'(x+ �m) = 0; NXn=1Qn(x)'(x+ �n) = 0;its ontinuous solutions ' : R ! C and entire solutions ' : C ! C . Among othershe got the following:Theorem 4.4. Assume P1; : : : ; PM ; Q1; : : : ; QN are non{zero polynomials withomplex oeÆients and �1; : : : ; �M ; �1; : : : ; �N are omplex numbers suh that theintersetion of the two additive subgroups of C generated by the �'s and by the �'s,respetively, ontains only zero. IfRe �1 < : : : < Re �M ; Im �1 < : : : < Im �M ;Re �1 < : : : < Re �N ; Im �N < : : : < Im �1;then every entire solution of (4.4) is an exponential polynomial divided by a poly-nomial.Zdun (2001) investigates bounded solutions ' : [0; 1℄! X of(4.5) '(fn(x)) = gn('(x)) (n 2 f1; : : : ; Ng);



11where f 's are ontinuous self{mappings of [0; 1℄ and g's are ontinuous self{map-pings of a omplete metri spae X. The paper provides onditions whih implythe existene, uniqueness and ontinuity of bounded solutions. In the ase whereX = C solutions of some partiular systems of form (4.5) determine some peuliarurves generating some fratals. In the ase whereX is a ompat interval the paperbrings onditions under whih the only bounded solution ' : [0; 1℄! X of (4.5) isontinuous, monotoni, singular ontinuous, ontinuous and a.e. non{di�erentiable,respetively. Some of the results obtained in this paper were applied by the authorin Zdun (2000) to prove a uniqueness theorem for the onjugay equation on theirle.Aording to Sklar (2001) many real funtions an be haraterized as solutionsof(4.6) '(2x) = f('(x)); '(3x) = g('(x)):In partiular, if f(x) = 2x1 + x2 ; g(x) = x 3 + x21 + 3x2 ;' : [0;1) ! R is a solution of (4.6) and there exists a  > 0 suh that 'j[0;℄ ismonotoni with '() = 12 , then'(x) = tanh� log 32 x� for x � 0:I �nish this part with an information that Ciepli�nski and Zdun (2002) investigateontinuous and homeomorphi solutions ' : S1 ! S1 of'(f�(x)) = g�('(x)) (� 2 �);where � is an arbitrary non{empty set and f�; g� are homeomorphisms of the unitirle S1 suh thatf�1 Æ f�2 = f�2 Æ f�1 ; g�1 Æ g�2 = g�2 Æ g�1for �1; �2 2 �.5. Shr�oder's and B�otther's equations. The Shr�oder equation(5.1) '(f(x)) = �'(x)is the fundamental equation of linearization. A theorem on the existene of asolution ' : RN ! RN of (5.1) with � = f 0(0), being a C1 di�eomorphism is givenin Zajtz (2000).Equation (5.1) and the inequality(5.2) '(f(x)) � �'(x)are used by Jahymski (2000) to simplify a proof of Bessaga onverse of the Banahontration priniple. Conerning (5.1) and (5.2) the following is proved there:



12Theorem 5.1. If f is a self{mapping of a non{empty set X and � 2 (0; 1), thenthe following two onditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent:(i) there exists a omplete metri d on X suh thatd(f(x); f(z)) � �d(x; z) for x; z 2 X;(ii) there exists a solution ' : X ! [0;1) of (5.2) suh that '�1(f0g) is asingleton.Theorem 5.2. If f is a self{mapping of a non{empty set X and � 2 (0; 1), thenf has no periodi point if and only if (5.1) has a solution ' : X ! (0;1).Jones (2002) studies the multivariate B�otther equation'(f(x)) = '(x)pfor f : RN ! RN being a polynomial with non{negative oeÆients. A solution' : RN ! RN is onstruted from the limit oflog fn(x)pn ;where log is taken omponentwise.Brydak and Chozewski (2000) get a representation of positive solutions ' of'(f(x)) � '(x)psuh that limx!0+ '(x)�(x) > 0holds for a positive solution � of the B�otther equation.6. Misellaneous results. Now I would like to present some results of moreindividual harater.Aording to the Bohr{Mollerup theorem the gamma funtion is the only nor-malized logarithmially onvex solution ' : (0;1)! (0;1) of(6.1) '(x+ 1) = x'(x):Hans{Heinrih Kairies proposed to investigate the set of all funtions g : (0;1)! Rwith the following property: If ' : (0;1)! (0;1) is a normalized solution of (6.1)suh that g Æ ' is onvex on (�;1) for some � � 0, then ' = �. Wah{Mihalik(2001) found some elements of this set and studied its property.Domsta (2002) presents an extensive study of solutions ' regular in the sense ofKaramata of a variety of equations of the form'(f(x)) = g(x)'(x) + h(x);



13appliations to the regular iteration are also given there.Derfel', Romanenko and Sharkovski�� (2000) study asymptoti behaviour of C1solutions ' : [0;1)! I of(6.2) '(qx+ 1) = g('(x));where I is a ompat interval and g is a C1 self{mapping of I. Among others theauthors show that if there exists a positive integer m suh thatq > maxx2I ���� ddxgm(x)����1=m ;then for any C1 solution ' : [0;1)! I of (6.2) we havelimx!1'0(x) = 0:Gundersen, Heittokangas, Laine, Rieppo and Yang (2002) established the growthof meromorphi solutions of equations of the form'(z) = PMm=0 fm(z)'(z)mPNn=0 gn(z)'(z)nwith meromorphi oeÆients f 's and g's.Kahlig, Matkowski and Sharkovsky (2000) revisited the Dido's equation(6.3) 2'(2x) = '(x) +r'(x)2 + 1x2 :Applying the method of invariants the authors proved the following:Theorem 6.1. If � 2 (0;1), then ' : (�;1) ! (0;1) is a solution of (6.3) ifand only if there exists a 1{periodi p : R ! (0;1) suh that'(x) = 1x ot� 1xp� log xlog 2�� for x 2 (�;1)and p(x) < �2 � 2x for x 2 � log �log 2 ; log �log 2 + 1� :Let me �nish in alling your attention to the fat that the notion of quasimono-tone inreasing funtions, introdued thirty years ago by Peter Volkmann and veryuseful in the theory of di�erential equations, appeared in the theory of iterativefuntional equations. Namely Volkmann (2002) uses it to get a omparison theo-rem and Herzog (M) uses it to obtain semiontinuous solutions ofF (x; '(x); '(f1(x)); : : : ; '(fN(x))) = 0:Aknowledgment. The researh was supported by the Silesian UniversityMathematis Department (Iterative Funtional Equations and Real Analysis pro-gram).
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